IRCON bags 6th PSU Award for Value Growth
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IRCON has bagged 6th PSU Awards in the ‘Value Growth’ category on 17th Jan 2019 in New Delhi. The award was received by Shri Parag Verma, CGM- Business Development and Shri Peeyush Arya CGM- IT.

About IRCON: Ircon International Limited (IRCON), a government company incorporated by the Central Government (Ministry of Railways) under the Companies Act, 1956 on 28th April, 1976 originally under the name Indian Railway Construction Company Limited, is the leading turnkey construction company in the public sector known for its quality, commitment and consistency in terms of Performance. IRCON has widespread operations in several States in India and in other countries(Malaysia, Nepal, Bangladesh, Mozambique,Ethiopia, Afganistan, U.K. Algeria & Sri Lanka Now).

IRCON is a specialized Constructions organization covering the entire spectrum of construction activities and services in the infrastructure sector. However, Railway and Highway Construction, EHP sub-station (engineering and constructions), and MRTS are the core competence areas of IRCON. IRCON operates not only in a highly competitive environment but also in difficult terrains and regions in India and abroad and is an active participant in prestigious nation building projects.

Indian Bureaucracy Dot Com wishes the very best.
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